Facebook's Oculus pushes virtual reality
with new gear (Update)
7 October 2016
a pair of colleagues to the bottom of a sea and the
surface of Mars, pausing in the middle to take a
Messenger video call from his wife Priscilla.
The CEO snapped a "selfie" with his wife in the
virtual world and posted it in real time to his page at
the social network.
Zuckerberg said that Oculus VR—which Facebook
snapped up in 2014 for $2 billion—has a prototype
of a wireless version of Rift that would not need to
be plugged into a computer, though he said it was
far from consumer-ready.
'Bullish on stand-alone'
Facebook has invested more than $250 million in
developing content for Oculus virtual reality gear, and
has committed another $250 million to that mission,
according to chief and co-founder Mark Zuckerberg

Facebook on Thursday worked to ramp up
enthusiasm for its virtual reality line, unveiling new
gear including a lower-end wireless headset
prototype.

The mobile VR market currently offers headsets
that act as frames into which smartphones can be
mounted to serve as screens, available for less
than $100.
Rift headgear meanwhile sells for $599, a price that
does not include the cost of a computer that can
handle the processing and graphics demands of
the technology.

The company's Oculus virtual reality division is set
to release in coming months a new "Touch"
controller and a more affordable computer for
powering virtual experiences using Rift headsets.

Oculus CEO Brendan Iribe did demonstrate an
AMD-powered desktop from Cyberpower that can
run Rift for $499, half the price of the other highpowered computers needed to handle virtual
reality.

"We are here to make virtual reality the next major
computing platform," Facebook cofounder and
chief Mark Zuckerberg said at the third annual
Oculus Connect developers conference in San
Jose, California.

But according to Max Cohen, Oculus's head of
mobile, wireless is the future. He told AFP that the
company sees developing a lower-end wireless
headset as integral to expanding virtual reality's
availability.

Oculus has been dealing with a series of setbacks "In the long run, we are bullish on stand-alone,"
in the rollout of its VR headgear, including shipping Cohen said.
mishaps and a higher-than-anticipated price.
To boost excitement for the headsets Zuckerberg
donned one while on stage, virtually traveling with

"There are limitations to mobile, and there will be
some people who don't want to buy a PC for virtual
reality, no matter how cheap."
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Other companies have also announced the
development of more affordable headsets that are
compatible with smartphones, including Daydream
View from Alphabet Inc's Google division.
Not feeling Luckey
Oculus announced the long-anticipated Oculus
Touch controllers—which will give users "hands" to
use in virtual worlds—will ship worldwide on
December 6, going for $199.
The VR company also said it will invest millions of
dollars to fund education content, promote diversity
in its developer community, and broaden virtual
reality content far beyond games.
Zuckerberg said Facebook would invest $250
million in developing content for Oculus VR gear,
on top of the $250 million the company has already
spent.
Noticeably absent from the OC3 keynote was
Oculus cofounder Palmer Luckey, who has played
a starring role at company events in the past.
Luckey came under fire after he said he donated
$10,000 to a political group backing Republican
candidate Donald Trump. The organization had
claimed responsibility for creating negative social
media posts about Democratic candidate Hillary
Clinton.
After word spread, some high-profile video game
studios went on record saying that they would not
create content for Oculus over the rift.
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